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The Major Works of John Cotta Duke University Press
This volume presents the first critical edition of the works of the early modern physician and thinker John Cotta, who boldly called for reform in both medical practice and
the prosecution of witchcraft.

The Oxford Handbook of Witchcraft in Early Modern Europe and Colonial America African Books Collective
This volume is a collection based on the contributions to witchcraft studies of Willem de Bl�court, to whom it is dedicated,
and who provides the opening chapter, setting out a methodological and conceptual agenda for the study of cultures of
witchcraft (broadly defined) in Europe since the Middle Ages. It includes contributions from historians, anthropologists,
literary scholars and folklorists who have collaborated closely with De Bl�court. Essays pick up some or all of the themes
and approaches he pioneered, and apply them to cases which range in time and space across all the main regions of Europe
since the thirteenth century until the present day. While some draw heavily on texts, others on archival sources, and others
on field research, they all share a commitment to reconstructing the meaning and lived experience of witchcraft (and its
related phenomena) to Europeans at all levels, respecting the many varieties and ambiguities in such meanings and
experiences and resisting attempts to reduce them to master narratives or simple causal models. The chapter 'News from
the Invisible World: The Publishing History of Tales of the Supernatural c.1660-1832' is available open access under a CC
BY 4.0 license at link.springer.com.
Medicine and Society in Early Modern Europe The Feminist Press at CUNY
As we watch another agonizing attempt to shift the future of healthcare in the United States, we are reminded of the longevity of this crisis,
and how firmly entrenched we are in a system that doesn't work. Witches, Midwives, and Nurses, first published by the Feminist Press in
1973, is an essential book about the corruption of the medical establishment and its historic roots in witch hunters. In this new edition,
Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English have written an entirely new chapter that delves into the current fascination with and
controversies about witches, exposing our fears and fantasies. They build on their classic exposé on the demonization of women healers
and the political and economic monopolization of medicine. This quick history brings us up-to-date, exploring today's changing attitudes
toward childbirth, alternative medicine, and modern-day witches.
Witchcraft Medicine MDPI
Learn how to cultivate your own magical garden, begin your journey with folk herbalism, and awaken to your
place in nature through practical skills from an experienced Appalachian forager and witch. Witchcraft is wild
at heart, calling us into a relationship with the untamed world around us. Through the power of developing a
relationship with plants, a witch—beginner or experienced—can practice their art more deeply and authentically
by interacting with the beings that grow around us all. Bridging the gap between armchair witchcraft and the
hedge witches of old, Wild Witchcraft empowers you to work directly with a wide variety of plants and trees
safely and sustainably. With Wild Witchcraft, Rebecca Beyer draws from her years of experience as an
Appalachian witch and forager to give you a practical guide to herbalism and natural magic that will share:
-The history of witchcraft and Western herbalism -How to create and maintain your own herbal garden -Recipes
for tinctures, teas, salves, and other potions to use in rites and rituals -Spells, remedies, and rituals
created with the wild green world around you, covering a range of topics, from self-healing to love to
celebrating the turning of the seasons -And much more! Wild Witchcraft welcomes us home to the natural world
we all dwell in by exploring practical folk herbal and magical rites grounded in historical practices and a
sustainable, green ethic.

Wisdom of the Plant Devas Weiser Books
In Reimagining Social Medicine from the South, Abigail H. Neely explores social medicine's possibilities and limitations at one of its most important origin sites: the
Pholela Community Health Centre (PCHC) in South Africa. The PCHC's focus on medical and social factors of health yielded remarkable success. And yet South
Africa's systemic racial inequality hindered health center work, and witchcraft illnesses challenged a program rooted in the sciences. To understand Pholela's
successes and failures, Neely interrogates the “social” in social medicine. She makes clear that the social sciences the PCHC used failed to account for the roles
that Pholela's residents and their environment played in the development and success of its program. At the same time, the PCHC's reliance on biomedicine
prevented it from recognizing the impact on health of witchcraft illnesses and the social relationships from which they emerged. By rewriting the story of social
medicine from Pholela, Neely challenges global health practitioners to recognize the multiple worlds and actors that shape health and healing in Africa and beyond.
Nocturnal Witchcraft BRILL
An abridged version of the 1937 an-thropological study of the Azande of the southern Sudan, the theoretical insights of which have proven increasingly
influential among both anthropologists and others
Moral Power Simon and Schuster
"Bringing pharmakeia (the practice of plant spirit witchcraft) into contemporary times, this book merges historical knowledge with modern techniques, featuring
detailed monographs dedicated to 39 plants ranging from the esoteric (such as aconite, American mandrake, and damiana) to the accessible (including bay laurel,
dandelion, fennel, garlic, juniper, and lavender)"--

The Witch's Herbal Apothecary Lulu.com
Consulting plant spirits for spiritual and psychological guidance and healing ‧ Reveals how, by communing with the deva or spirit of a plant, we can
call forth its medicine without even needing to ingest it ‧ Includes wisdom from the devas of 13 herbs, such as rosemary, datura, and uva ursi ‧
Empowers readers with the tools to develop their own inner resources for healing in relationship with the plant devas around them Each plant has a
story to share with us, a healing story to guide us in trying times, a spirit medicine for the New Earth that is presently unfolding. Herbs are some of the
most powerful allies we have for these transitional times--we just need to learn how to listen as they share their knowledge with us. In Wisdom of the
Plant Devas, Thea Summer Deer reveals a new dimension of herbal medicine, one where the plant’s spirit is consulted for guidance and healing
beyond the physical. Examining the botany, modern and traditional uses, history, and folklore of 13 special herbs, such as rosemary, uva ursi, and
datura, she shares divinations and messages from their devas, or plant spirits, explaining how these stories carry the herbs into our lives, letting them
work their magic on us. Exploring herbal medicine from an energetic perspective, she reveals that by communing with the deva of a plant, we can call
on the plant’s physical, psychological, and spiritual medicine and guidance--without ingesting it or even being in its presence. Detailing the sacred
space of a Medicine Wheel Garden, whether in a backyard or our imaginations, she connects us with the devas and empowers us to seek our own
answers with their much-needed spiritual guidance and divinatory advice. Creating a bridge between botanical medicine and plant spirit medicine, she
shows how by coming into community with the devas and co-creating with the world of nature, we can gain tremendous insights to help heal our hearts,
our minds, and our spirits and consciously evolve as together we birth the New Earth.
Medicine in the Qur'an and Sunnah Ohio University Press
Benjamin Christensen’s H�xan (The Witch, 1922) stands as a singular film within the history of cinema. Deftly weaving contemporary scientific
analysis and powerfully staged historical scenes of satanic initiation, confession under torture, possession, and persecution, H�xan creatively blends
spectacle and argument to provoke a humanist re-evaluation of witchcraft in European history as well as the contemporary treatment of female
“hysterics” and the mentally ill. In Realizing the Witch, Baxstrom and Meyers show how H�xan opens a window onto wider debates in the 1920s
regarding the relationship of film to scientific evidence, the evolving study of religion from historical and anthropological perspectives, and the complex
relations between popular culture, artistic expression, and concepts in medicine and psychology. H�xan is a film that travels along the winding path of
art and science rather than between the narrow division of “documentary” and “fiction.” Baxstrom and Meyers reveal how Christensen’s
attempt to tame the irrationality of “the witch” risked validating the very "nonsense" that such an effort sought to master and dispel. H�xan is a
notorious, genre-bending, excessive cinematic account of the witch in early modern Europe. Realizing the Witch not only illustrates the underrated
importance of the film within the canons of classic cinema, it lays bare the relation of the invisible to that which we cannot prove but nevertheless
“know” to be there.
The Dark Wind Nordic Africa Institute
The essays in this Handbook, written by leading scholars working in the rapidly developing field of witchcraft studies, explore the historical literature regarding witch
beliefs and witch trials in Europe and colonial America between the early fifteenth and early eighteenth centuries. During these years witches were thought to be evil
people who used magical power to inflict physical harm or misfortune on their neighbours. Witches were also believed to have made pacts with the devil and
sometimes to have worshipped him at nocturnal assemblies known as sabbaths. These beliefs provided the basis for defining witchcraft as a secular and ecclesiastical
crime and prosecuting tens of thousands of women and men for this offence. The trials resulted in as many as fifty thousand executions. These essays study the rise
and fall of witchcraft prosecutions in the various kingdoms and territories of Europe and in English, Spanish, and Portuguese colonies in the Americas. They also
relate these prosecutions to the Catholic and Protestant reformations, the introduction of new forms of criminal procedure, medical and scientific thought, the
process of state-building, profound social and economic change, early modern patterns of gender relations, and the wave of demonic possessions that occurred in
Europe at the same time. The essays survey the current state of knowledge in the field, explore the academic controversies that have arisen regarding witch beliefs
and witch trials, propose new ways of studying the subject, and identify areas for future research.
Witchcraft and Magic in Europe Springer
It is the aim of this book while clarifying doubts and misconceptions, to provide a thorough reappraisal of the intellectual and rich cultural heritage of
Islam with regards to the principles and practice of medicine and its representation to the world in the language of today. In nine chapters a range of
topics are discussed including: The Promotion of Medical Education and Health Services; Personal and Environmental Hygiene; Circumcision;
Manners of Eating; Social and Mental Heath; Curative Medicine; The Provision of Adequate and Potable Water; Magic, Witchcraft, Enchantments
and Charms; Euthanasia; Suicide; The Rehabilitation of the Sick and the Needy; The Source of Human Creation; Sex Differentiation and
Determination; Healing through Miracles; Magic and Soothsaying; HIV Infection and AIDS; Abortion; Females in Medical Practice; and The
Challenges of Modem Medicine to Muslims.
Reimagining Social Medicine from the South Flux
This subtle and powerful ethnography examines African healing and its relationship to medical science. Stacey A. Langwick investigates the
practices of healers in Tanzania who confront the most intractable illnesses in the region, including AIDS and malaria. She reveals how
healers generate new therapies and shape the bodies of their patients as they address devils and parasites, anti-witchcraft medicine, and child
immunization. Transcending the dualisms between tradition and science, culture and nature, belief and knowledge, Langwick tells a new
story about the materiality of healing and postcolonial politics. This important work bridges postcolonial theory, science, public health, and
anthropology.
Corpus of Mesopotamian Anti-witchcraft Rituals Indiana University Press
The Dark Wind provides a survey of witches around the world, their prehistoric origin and how society has viewed them throughout history. Folklorist Gary R.
Varner explores the use of magic, spells and curses among indigenous groups as well as state approved religions such as those observed in ancient Rome and Greece,
and how even contemporary Christianity uses many of the same "magic" combinations. Also examined is the current "witch craze" in several countries where
thousands are being killed as witches, the underlying reasons for this tragedy and the history of anti-witchcraft laws. The Dark Wind is a book for everyone interested
in anthropology, archaeology, ancient history, religion and the occult. Illustrated with contemporary woodcuts and drawings. The author is a member of the
American Folklore Society and the Foundation for Mythological Studies.
Witches, Midwives, & Nurses (Second Edition) Cambridge University Press
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The Witch’s Herbal Apothecary is a magickal book of recipes, rituals, and materia medica for reconnecting with the power and healing of Earth Magick. Author
Marysia Miernowska is the Director of one of California’s most renowned herbal schools and named one of the “top 15 witches on Instagram”
(@marysia_miernowska) by Huffington Post. Mother Earth is a living entity that holds great medicine to heal us physically and spiritually. However, in today's
modern world, too many of us are separated from this source of nourishment. With the wheel of the year as a framework, you'll begin to understand the currents of
nature and how to weave yourself back into this great web of life. Using the plants, seasons, and cycles as your tools, you will be able to tap into the potent Earth
Magick of life, death, renewal, and rebirth. In harmony with the seasons, You will learn how to: Grow medicine Harvest from the wild or home garden Process plants
Make remedies Each season opens a portal of magick that allows you to harvest the literal and spiritual gifts the Earth is offering at that time. The Witch's Herbal
Apothecary will awaken the Witch inherent in every wild soul and guide her into an empowered relationship of healing and magick with the natural world.
Wild Witchcraft Springer
Embrace the shadows and explore the dark side of magick.
Witchcraft and Magic in Europe, Volume 6 WeebleBooks
Introduces the philosophy and practices of old world witchcraft, which relies on plant magic and the use of shadow, dispelling the myths about witches and
presenting the tradition's tools, charms, spells, rituals, and correspondences.
The Witch's Magical Handbook Citadel Press
Do children know where the medicines that we take when we are ill come from? How do we know that they make us better? Who made it possible for them to be in
our medicine cabinet at home? Shaman, the witch child, and his grandfather, the Great Sorcerer, shall answer these questions through their story, a jungle
adventure full of fabulous plants, new friends and time travel. Committed to health education, WeebleBooks has collaborated with the biomedical company Pfizer,
selecting the story as a priceless educational tool for explaining to children the long and complicated scientific process which makes it possible for us to have
medicines which can cure some diseases or relieve the symptoms. Recommended age: +6
Witchcraft, Demonology and Magic Oxford University Press
Healing Traditions offers a historical perspective to the interactions between South Africa's traditional healers and biomedical practitioners.
It provides an understanding that is vital for the development of medical strategies to effectively deal with South Africa's healthcare
challenges.
Old World Witchcraft OUP Oxford
From the world's most widely acclaimed Witches, a spellbinding guide to the practical applications and earthly benefits of psychic powers. Witchcraft is
a revered, centuries-old art, grounded in the natural energy of the universe and the untapped power of the human mind. Gavin Frost and Yvonne Frost,
world-renowned experts and best-selling authors on the occult, have mastered the techniques of the Craft for enhancing everyday life on earth. THE
WITCH'S MAGICAL HANDBOOK shows all mere mortals--men and women alike--how to unleash the amazing psychic force within them, while
drawing energy from the world around them. Through a combination of practical and mystical tactics--including visualization, working with crystals
and divining pendulums, putting goals on paper, and planting a garden--ordinary people will discover the wonder of Witchcraft to change life for the
better. For those who follow the way of the Witch, the authors promise untold powers, including the ability to: - Predict the future and make dreams a
reality - Improve personal health and aid in the healing of others - Create love spells for romance, passion, and lasting devotion - Reduce daily stress to
achieve serenity - Balance the demands of work and home to discover true harmony Packed with persuasive real-life examples, The Witch's Magical
Handbook is an empowering and wondrous guide to a happier, healthier, and more rewarding life.
Languages of Witchcraft Penguin
An in-depth investigation of traditional European folk medicine and the healing arts of witches ‧ Explores the outlawed “alternative”
medicine of witches suppressed by the state and the Church and how these plants can be used today ‧ Reveals that female shamanic
medicine can be found in cultures all over the world ‧ Illustrated with color and black-and-white art reproductions dating back to the 16th
century Witch medicine is wild medicine. It does more than make one healthy, it creates lust and knowledge, ecstasy and mythological
insight. In Witchcraft Medicine the authors take the reader on a journey that examines the women who mix the potions and become the
healers; the legacy of Hecate; the demonization of nature’s healing powers and sensuousness; the sorceress as shaman; and the plants
associated with witches and devils. They explore important seasonal festivals and the plants associated with them, such as wolf’s claw and
calendula as herbs of the solstice and alder as an herb of the time of the dead--Samhain or Halloween. They also look at the history of
forbidden medicine from the Inquisition to current drug laws, with an eye toward how the sacred plants of our forebears can be used once
again.
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